
Transcript. Your Guide to Frosterley Household Waste Recycling 

Centre 
Mild uplifting music is heard throughout.  

00:00: Text: Frosterley Mobile Recycling Centre. 

00:01: an aerial shot of the site. Waggons are parked up to the left of the screen behind eight 

wheelie bins.  Recycling operatives are on site and a tail-lift lorry has pulled to the right-hand side of 

the screen adjacent to the skips. 

00:08: the camera pans over the site and the people begin to move. A red car travels along the road 

in the distance. 

00:15: the camera moves to a front shot of four refuse trucks parked next to a building. The recycling 

containers can be seen in the background. 

00:21: a close up of three green 1100 litre wheelie bins. One is labelled small electrical, one is 

labelled scrap metal. The third one is labelled mixed textiles and clothing. Cars are queuing to the 

right-hand side of the screen. 

00:25: a close up of the garden waste skip with the back of lorries in the background. A man in a 

high- vis vest is off to the left of the screen. 

00:30: the cardboard and hard plastic skips come into shot. Vehicles are behind. A man dressed in 

blue throws a black bin bag into the general waste skip which is to the left of the screen. 

00:34: an aerial shot of the site. Four lorries are in the foreground, one in the background and four 

vehicles can be seen offloading or ready to offload their household and garden waste at the site. 

00:39: a black car travels down the adjoining road and a member of staff places a child’s toy car to 

one side of the site next to the scrap metal bin. 

00:43: a small silver car with a trailer attached pulls onto the site. 

00:46: a lady in a blue jacket throws a white bag of rubbish into one of the skips. There are fields in 

the background. 

00:48: The camera pans round and the lady is still emptying the bag into, what we can now see is, 

the garden waste skip. 

00:53: two site staff, one in an orange and one in a yellow, high-vis help the lady empty the bag. 

00:58: a site staff member is loading a wheelie bin onto the back of a lorry. Using the tail-lift. 

01:02: the tailgate rises. 

01:06: the man wheels the skip into the back of the lorry. 

01:09: an aerial shot of three wheelie bins labelled scrap metal, small electrical and paper only. 

01.16: a closeup of a lady in a red coat lifting a small television out of the back of a small silver car. 

01:23: the lady places the item into the small electrical bin and walks away. 

01:30: a close up of the household batteries wheeled bin which is next to a glass recycling bin. 



01:33: skips can be seen to the left and cones to the right. A lady in glasses and a blue coat carries a 

white carrier bag from the boot of a silver car. 

01:37: the bag contains batteries, and the lady tips them into the battery recycling wheeled bin. 

01:42: the lady walks along to another skip with a male member of staff in an orange high-vis vest. 

01:46: the staff member throws items into the skip which he has taken from the lady. 

01:49: skips can be seen to the left and a lorry to the right. Two cars are separated by cones in the 

middle. 

01:55: a man in a cap lifts a bag from a dark coloured car to the left off the screen. 

01:58: Skips can be seen to the left of the screen and two staff members are overseeing a wheelie 

bin container being emptied onto the back of a white lorry. 

02:03: waste containers are to the left of the screen and a grey car pulls onto the site. 

02:11: the grey car pulls in, between the cones. 

02:12: an overhead shot of the site. Five lorries and parked up. Two cars can be seen using the site 

and others are queuing. The camera goes over the top of the site and the shot fades to black. 

 

 


